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The Wiener-Hopf problem in analysis asks how one can factor a matrix function on the line as ~L = 21+ * 21-where * denotes convolution and are supported on R~ respectively. Existence is known [7] , but a general algorithm seems to be out of reach: even the 2 x 2 case [5] presents an unexpected degree of complication. The [10] and we recall the general problem: given a Markov process Xt E £ and a fluctuating additive functional V, there is a decomposition of the state space £ _ £+ ~ £' determined by V increasing/decreasing on £+~£-. . This leads to a probabilistic decomposition X -(X+, X-) and one studies the relationship (X, V) ~ (X +, X -); in terms of generators (G, V) ~ ( G++ G-+ G+-G--) but see [10] for more explanation. The analogy here is with two-point Markov chains and excursions with 'interaction': g++ is the generator of X+ in the interior of £+ while ~_+ describes how X+ returns to £+ after interacting with £-. . We treat only the simplest case where X = B a real Brownian motion; the boundary set a = f+ n t-then has a local time. As a first step towards calculating g-+ we derive a (vector) convolution equation for the entrance law of (B, V) into the right half plane. The equation formally resembles the first passage relation for a real Levy process and is solved by Wiener-Hopf factorisation of a certain matrix 6 where, and quite remarkably, the factors can be seen from a sample path decomposition. The 
where 6 is a distributional matrix such that C~(e-x').= x(z) (since each 6;; is the sum of a finite measure and a distribution with compact support 6 * rx is well-defined [9] (1) we start from our conjecture in the form 
Discrete Boundary
The boundary chain at the maximum is recurrent and so it has an invariant measure [6] As z this converges to zero and so we obtain a proof of 3.1(3) when 8 is finite.
